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Schedule

Monday Mar 1 Tuesday Mar 2 Wednesday Mar 3

9:00 Opening Prayer

Welcome

Stative Verbs

Zero conjugation /
na- conjugation

Commands (cont)

10:45 U-Perfective Conjugation Perfectives of Transitive

Verbs

Negatives til and li

Weather Terms

12 lunch lunch lunch

1:00 Listening Exercise:
g and gh

Listening Exercise:
X and xh

Weather (cont)

Farewells

Song - Santa Claus is
Coming to Town

2:45 Motion Verbs and

Preyerbs

Listening Exercise:
X and xh (cont)

Ordinal numerals

Commands

Wrap-up and Gifts

Closing Prayer
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Word List - g and gh

g gh

gaxw duck ghuch wolf

guch hill ghitgha spruce needle

gaw drum ghaxh s/he is crying

gaxh (Carcross) rabbit
ghaxh (Telsin)

ghakh lynx

gan wood ghat sockeye
salmon

Sentences for Listening Exercise Using g and ghi

Gaxw ya
duck

nahwen.
it is swimming

Gaxw at wusihu.
duck around it is swimming

The ducl< is swimming.

We ghuch du In a aktadutl.
ttie wolf his witti-one it is calling (for it) to come

(companion)

The wolf is calling for its mate.
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We guch shakT tiel ut.atk.

We gCich shakT tiet ut.as
the hill top not it has anything on it

The hilltop is bare.

4. Wusixuk we ghitgha, asdaxh kadaghatch.
it's dried out (a plant) the spruce needles tree-from they are falling

The spruce needles are dried out, they are falling from the tree.

5. We gaw axh gatan ; nagwal.
the drum from there you pick up you beat it

Pick up the drum and beat it.

6. We yadak'w nichka ghaxh.
the boy for nothing he is crying

The boy is crying for nothing.

7. We ghakh at tatin.
the lynx something is watching, is looking at

The lynx is watching something.

8. We ghaxh ch'at' asxha.
the rabbit willow it is eating (a plant)

The rabbit is eating willow.

9. We gan xhwaxash kha kaxhwachak.
the firewood I cut it up and I stacked it

I cut up and stacked the firewood.

10. We ghat dakhde ke nax'ak.
the sockeye to the interior, inland up it is swimming

The sockeye is swimming upstream.
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Word List - x and xli

X

•)

xh

xedu comb xhaw log

xun north wind xhawaghi window

xana evening du xhik his shoulder

xas buffalo ketl xhiyi dog pack

xakw sandbar at xha s/he is eating

Sentences for Listening Exercise Using x and xh

1. Kha shaxhawu xedu uxh xhCiwu.
person hair comb teeth among - is

There is a hair in the teeth of the comb.

2. Xhaw at yatan.
log there it is lying (a piece of wood)

The log is lying there.

3. We xun asdaxh akia.ux we kayani.
the northwind tree-from it's blowing them the leaves

The north wind is blowing the leaves off the tree.

4. We kha xhawaghi tunaxh ha tatm.
the man window through us he is watching

he is lool<ing at

The man is watching us through the window.
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5. We shatk'iyatsk'u ghagan yade
the young girl sun face - towards

yu khuwanuk ya xana.
thus is doing this evening

The young girl is greeting the sun this evening.

6. We ketl xhiyi lidat.
the dog its pack it Is heavy

The dog's pack is heavy.

7. Du xhiksha ye kwdiwuxh' we kha.
his shoulders they are this wide the man

The man's shoulders are (this) wide.

8. Ch'a yak'ude we xas hat jiwdigut. (Carcross)
Ch'a yak'ude we xas hat jimdigut. (Teslin)
all of a sudden the buffalo came charging
(without warning)

All of a sudden the buffalo came charging.

9. We s'igedi kayani asxha.
the beaver leaves it is eating (a plant)

The beaver is eating leaves.

10. We xakw at tin.
the sandbar there it is lying

The sandbar is there.

We xakw hint tuksatan.
the sandbar river-in the point ("nose") is projecting

The sandbar is sticking out into the river.

V
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Active Stative Verbs

Example Stative Verbs
(classifer shown in red)

1. yak'e

2. xh'an yaxh yatl

3. fidzT

4. si.at'

5. shighekh

Example Eventive Verbs
(perfective indicates state)

1. uwaxLlk(w)

2. wudixwetl

3. wut'Tx'

4. axh tuwu wut'Tx'

5. wufTx'in

it's good

it's red (like fire)

it's difficult

it's cold

s/he is stingy

it is dry, it got dry (and still is)

s/he is tired, s/he got tired

it is broken, it broke

I am heart-broken

it was broken formerly (but
is now fixed)

(6. khuxh yamdudliyexh it was remade, redone
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Example Eventive Verbs (cont)

7. wududliyexh

8. wudlinetl

9. amsiku

10. yawat'a

somebody / they made it / fixed it,
it is made, it is fixed

s/he is fat, s/he got fat
(and is still fat)

s/he knows him/her/it,
s/he got to know him/her/it,
s/he got acquainted with him/her/it

it is warm

Decessive of Perfective

formed with the decessive suffix -(y)in, -(w)un.

1. wuxugun, wuxCigin it was dry (but is no longer dry)

2. wudaxwedlin s/he was tired

3. wurTx'in

4. wudulyexhin

5. wutnedlin

6. awuskuwun

uwuskuwun

7. yawut'ayin

it was broken

it was made

s/he was fat

s/he used to know him/her/it

it was warm
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Conjugation of Example Perfective Verb - to be tired

O d-xwetl ~

perfective : wu-

wudixwetl

O is tired

(contracts to m- after a vowel and
before a CV- classifier)

s/he is tired

to be tired English

1 sing. xhat wudixwetl / am tired

2 sing. imdixwetl you (sing) are tired

3 sing. wudixwetl s/he/it is tired

1 pi. ha mdixwetl we are tired

2 pi. y] mdixwetl you (plural) are tired

3 pi. has wudixwetl they are tired

4 khumdixwetl someone is tired,
people are tired
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Conjugation of Example Verb - to become

(ye) O 0-ni~ O becomes (so)
it happens to O

to become English

1 sing. ye xhat wuni it happens to me

2 sing. ye iwani it happens to you (sing)

3 sing. ye wuni it happens to him/her/it

1 pi. ye ha wuni it happens to us

2 pi. ye yi wuni it happens to you (pi)

3 pi. ye has wuni it happens to them

4 ye khuwani it happens to people

wu- ya- c=> wu-

i- wu- ya- i==c> iwa-

khu- wu- ya- i > khuwa-
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Examples of U- Perfectives (wu- / m- ) with Consonant
Endings - 0 Conjugation

Affirmative English Classifier:

I - form

Classifier:

Non-I-form

uwaxuk it is dry ya- 0

wudixwetl s/he/it is tired di- da-

wududliyexh it is made, re
done

dli- t-

wudlinetl s/he/it is fat dli- 1-

shawahik it is full ya- 0

kamtikis' it is gone out,
extinguistied

ya- 0

Negative English Conditional

(-ni)
English

tiet wuxuk it is not dry xukni when/if it

dries...

tiet

wudaxwetl

s/he/it is not

tired

daxwetini when/if s/he

gets tired...
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Negative English Conditional

(-ni)
English

tiet

wuduiyexh
it is not made dutyexhni when/if it is

made...

tiel wutnetl s/tie/it is not fat itnetini when/if s/he/it

gets fat

tie! shawuhlk

tIet shuwuhik

it is not full shahikni when/if s/he/it is

full...

tIet kuwutkis'

tIet kawuikis'

it is not gone
out

katakis'ni wtien/if it goes
out...

Examples of U- Perfectives (wu- / m- ) with Vowel Endings
0 Conjugation

Affirmative English Klegative Conditional
(when/if, in the
future)

uwa.T it is cooked tiel wu.i (yan) mi

amsiku s/he knows it tIet awusku

tIet uwasku

askweni

yan uwanT it is finished tIet yan wuni (yan) nini
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1

1
Examples of U- Perfectives with Consonant Endings

1 Non-0 Conjugation : na-, gha-, ga-

1

1

Affirmative English Negative Conditional
(when/if, in
the future)

Decessive
(was
formerly)

1
wulitish s/he/it is

lonely
tiet wuitish naltishni wuttishin

1
1

wutixun s/he/it is

skinny
tiet wufxun ghatxunni wutxunm

•

1
•

wulitsin s/he/it

becomes

strong

tIet wultsin galatslnni wuttsinin

I
Examples of U- Perfectives with Vowel Endings

1 Non- 0 Conjugations

1
1

Affirmative English Negative Conditional
(when/if, in
the future)

Decessive
(was
formerly)

•

1
ye wuni it became,

it happened
tIet ye
wun]

ye nanini ye wuniyin

(long ago)

1
•

wuna s/he/it is

dead

tIet wuna nanani wunawun

(irregular)

1 wusigu it became

pleasant
{\e\ wusgu gasagweni

* T'Cingit Literacy Session - Marcfi
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Examples of U- Perfectives with Vowel Endings
Non- 0 Conjugations

Affirmative English Negative

yawat'a /t is hot tiet yawut'a
tiet yuwut'a

uwat'a it is warm tiel wut'a

xhwasiku 1 know it tiel xhwasaku

amsiku s/he/it knows it tIet awusku

tIet uwusku

wududziku it is known tIet wudusku
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Verbs of Motion

Motion verbs very often occur with preverbs.
r

1. 0 conjugation
Many of these preverbs require zero (0) conjugation
Example:
Perfective: ke uwagut s/he went up
Imperative: ke gu go up!
Conditional: ke gutni if s/he went up

Pre-

verb

Perfective English Imperative English

ke ke uwagut s/he went up ke gu go up!

ye ye uwagut s/he got out (of a
boat, etc)

ye gu get out!

net net uwagut s/he went inside,
came inside

net gu come in!

yan yan uwagut s/he went ashore,
came ashore

yan gu go ashore!
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P re

verb

Perfective English Imperative English

dak dak uwagut s/he came/went

out (into the
open),
s/he started out

on a Journey

dak gu get out!
get going!

dakh dakh

uwagut
s/he came inland,
came back inside

dakh gu come back

in!

NP-t at uwagut s/he arrived there at gu arrive

there!

Example Sentences

1. Sha shakit uwagut.
S/he arrived at the mountain top.

2. Xh'awutt uwagut.
S/he came to the door.

3. Has du xhut uwagut.
S/he came into their midst, came among them.

4. Axh xhant uwagut.
S/he came to me, visited me.
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2. Non-0 conjugation
Some proverbs require na-, ga-, or glia- conjugation.
Na- conjugation can also occur without a preverb.

Perfective Engiisli Imperative Englisli

wugCit s/he left, departed nagu go!

NP-de

WLigut
s/he went towards

NP

NP-de nagu go to NP!

ade wugut s/he went there,
went towards

there

ade nagu go there!

du xhande

wugut
s/he went to

his/her place
du xhande

nagu

go to his/her
place!

axh wugut s/he left there axh nagu leave there!

axh gagu get going from
there!

khut wugut s/he went astray khut gagu get lost!

ya wugut s/he went down,
came down

ya ghagu come down!

go down!

yaxh wugut s/he got on board yaxh ghagu get on board!
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Example Contrasting Sentences with -t

0 Conjugation Na- Conjugation
with perfective meaning "moving
around (from place to place)"

1. at wugut
s/he arrived there

at gu
arrive there!

at wugut
s/he is walking around

at nagu
walk around!

2. kha xhCit uwagut
s/he came amongst the people

kha xhut wugut
s/he is walking around among the
people, in the crowd

3. sha shakit wudikhm

it flew to the mountain top
sha shakit wudikhin
it is flying around the mountain top

4. kats'ak as x'an ke mjixix
kats'ak as x'ant wujixix
the squirrel ran up to the top of
the tree

kats'ak as x'ant wujixix

the squirrel is running around in the
top of the tree
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Conjugation with -t

0 Conjugation
NP-t (0)
arrived (at NP)

Na- Conjugation
NP-t (na-)
is wall<ing around (at NP)

1 sing. at xhwagut at xhwagut
r

2 sing. at iyagut
V

at ylgut

3 sing. at uwagut at wugut

4 sing,
(someone)

at awagut at awagut

1 pi. at wutuwa.at at wutuwa.at

2 pi. at yiya.at
at yiy.at

at yiya.at
at yiy.at

3 pi. at has uwa.at at has wu.at

4 pi.
(people)

at awa.at at awa.at
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Conjugation with khuxh
NOTE that khuxh "(returning) back" requires the d- element to be added to
the classifier if the verb is intransitive.

khuxh (d-)(0)
returned, came back

1 sing. khuxh xhwadigut

2 sing. khuxh yidigut

3 sing. khuxh wudigut

4 sing. khuxh amdigut

1 pi. khuxh wutudi.at

2pl. khuxh yiydi.at

3 pi. khuxh has wudi.at

4 pi. khuxh amdi.at

Partitive plural: khuxh a mdi.at
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Example Perfective of Transitive Verbs -
to get to know, to see

O s-ku~

O s-tin~

to (get to) know O

to see O

Pronoun to get to know 0 to see 0

1 sing. xha xhwasiku xhwasitln

2 sing. i yisiku yisitin

3 sing. 0 amsiku, awsiku amsitin, awsitln

3 sing. NP-ch John-ch wusiku

(John knows it)
John-ch wusitin

(John sees it)

1pl. tu wutusiku wutusitin

2 pi. yi yiysiku yiysitin

3 pi. has + 0 has amsiku,
has awsiku

has amsitin,
has awsitin

4 pi. du-d- wududziku

(it is known)
wududzitin
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Example Perfective of Transitive Verb - to handle

O ti~ to carry, take, bring O

with preverb hat (to here): to bring O here (0-conjugation)
with preverb axh (from there): to pick O up (ga- conjugation)

Examples:
hat xhwatT

axh xhwati

hat ti

axh gati

hat wuduwati

axh wuduwati

I brought it here
I picked it up

bring it here!
pick it up!

it was brought here
it was picked up

to bring here to pick up

1 sing. hat xhwatT axh xhwat]

2 sing. hat iyati axh yiti

3 sing. hat awatT axh awati

John-ch hat uwati John-ch axh wuti

1 pi. hat wutuwati axh wutuwati

2 pi. hat yiytT axh ylyti

3 pi. hat has awati axh has awati

4 pi. hat wuduwatT axh wuduwati
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Ordinal Numerals

1. shux'a ayi

2. daxh.a

3. nas'gi.a

4. dax'un(i) a

5. kijm(i) a

6. tledushu a

7. daxhadCishu a

8. nas'gadushu a

9. gCishukh a
gushughu a

10. jinkat a
jinkadi a

11. huch'i ayi

first (one)

second (one)

third (one)

fourth (one)

fifth (one)

sixth (one)

seventh (one)

eighth (one)

ninth (one)

tenth (one)

last (one)
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Commands

to one person to plural people English

1. jinida.us' jiniyda.us'
jiyinda.us'

wash your hands!

2. yanida.us' yaniyda.usl
yayinda.us'

wash your face!

3. i Lixh xhuna.Os' yi uxh xhuniy.us' brush your teeth!

4. shakghisya shakghayisya comb your hair!

5. tliyex' de tliyex' de /ceep still!
knock it off!

6. tit khit'achxhikh
(Ut - people, indefinite
human)

tit khiyit'achxhikh don't slap people!

7. tit khigwatxhikh tit khiyigwatxhikh don't punch!

8. ti ti don't!

9. dllnkwat sh Mn dllnkwat sh ylttin be careful!

10. dlinkwat x'wan dllnkwat x'wan do be careful!

careful now!

11. shidanu

shinu

shiydakhi get up! (from lying)

12. gidahan glydanakh stand up!

\
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to one person to plural people English

13. gasaxhut' giysaxhut' pull it! (e.g. wagon)

14. gatatsakh giytatsakh push it!

15. gatashTt' giytashit' push it hard!
crowd it!

16. ach kanaxhtutyat ach kanaxhtutyat let's play!

17. khunaxhtus.uk' khunaxhtus.uk' let's play house!
(imaginary things)

18. (ch'as) kuna.akhw kaniy.akhw (just) try!

19. kudziden

kuna.akhw

kudziden

kaniy.akhw
try! try harder!

20. sh kanida.akhw

sh k]nda.akhw

sh kaniyda.akhw help yourself!
try to do it yourself!

21. at gashi at giyshi sing!

22. nidaghaf niydaghat' crawl!

23. ke Ishk'en ke yishk'en Jump!

24. ya gagu ya giy.a walk along!

25. yu a yaxh han yu a yaxh yinakh turn around!

(standing)
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Example Sentences

1. Ch'a ghut'a I'l x'wan ye na.u.
different, other socks put on

Put on different soci<s.

Ch'a ghut'a I'T x'wan xh'ust idayikh.
different, other soc/cs feet-onto you pull

Put on different socks. (Literally, "Pull different socks onto your feet")

2. Tlex xh'us ka yan han!
one foot on to rest you stand

Stand on one foot! (speaking to one person)

Tlex xh'us ka yan yinakh !
one foot on to rest you stand

Stand on one foot! (speaking to more than one person)

3. Lit nlchdaxh yu xh'ltangikh.
don't beach-from you don't talk

Don't talk for nothing.

4. Ayamdigut.
S/he turned around and went (back).

5. A ya mdigut.
S/he stood up to the challenge.
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Sentences about Time

1. X'Cin sa yawaxhi ya yagi ?
how many nights have passed this day

What day (of the month) is it today?

2. X'un sa yawaxhi ya dis ?
how many nights have passed this month, moon

What day of the month is it?

3. Nas'k yawaxhi ya yagi.
third nights have passed this day

Today is the 3'"^. (dayof the month)

4. X'un yagi saya ?
how many day is it

What day (of the weel<) is it?

5. Nas'k yag] aya.
Today is Wednesday.

6. X'un takw saya ?
how many year is it

What year is it?

7. Dexh tawsan kha jinkat takw aya.
two thousand and ten year it is

This is 2010.
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Sentences About Weather and Seasons

1. Kuwuyixh nati.atk.
They extend in the air. (of clouds)

2. Khutigus'; gwat diet dak
it's cloudy maybe snow down

ya sitgamsan itdaxh.
this noon after

It's cloudy; maybe it will snow this afternoon.

guxhsatan
it will fall

3. Diet dak guxhsatan ye uwaya.
snow down it will fall thus it looks like

It looks like it will snow.

4. Ch'a ye gugenk' diet dak wusitan.
a little bit snow down it is falling

It's snowing a little bit.

5. Gwat seghanin ke khukhghwak'e.
maybe tomorrow the weather willbe good

Maybe the weather will be good tomorrow.

6. Sikak we t'Tx'

Sikak we t'Tx'
it's thick the ice

They say the ice is thick.

yu kdunik.
yu.a.
they say
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Sentences About Weather and Seasons (cont)

7. Vest khuwahayi kha atlen sTm
fall-to when the season comes and a lot rain

dak wustani, agha awe kha dzisk'w
down when it falls that's when male moose

du shedi a.us'gu nich.
his antlers he washes habitually

When fall comes and it rains a lot, then bull moose "wash their
antlers" (rub off the velvet).

8. Khudaxh khuyawat'a axh dzisk'u dCigu
too much it is hot (weather) my moose skin

yaxhwaxhiji.
for me to hang

It's too hot for me to hang my moose skin out.

9. Ch'ak'udaxh aya tiet ye khusa.at'in.
long ago-from it is not so it had been cold

It hasn't been this cold for a long time.

10. Seghan tliya.a kadin sTm dak
tomorrow the one further off on rain down

guxhsatan yu.a.
it will fall they say.

It's supposed to rain the day after tomorrow.

11. TIet wudusku ma khukhghwatt.
not one knows how the weather will be

No-one knows what the weather will be like.
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Negatives and Prohibitions

W! don't!

lit don't / (prohibitive)

tiek' no!

tiel not
I

(In old sources we find tIek'-t meaning no. This has contracted
to tiet.)

Example Phrases using Negatives

1. tiet ushk'e s/he/itisbad

2. t ushik'eyi kha a bad man

3. \ ushk'e badness, sin

4. axh \ ushk'eyi my sins

5. tiel dutin it's invisible, it can't be seen

6. \ duwatlni kha invisible man
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Example Sentences Using "With"

axh in

{note: not axh tin)

du in

(note: not du tin)

1. Yat'a in ya nagut.

2. Yat'atm ya nagut.

3. Khas'tin ya nagut.

4. Shiytm awaxhich.

with me

with him/her

S/he's going with this one
(i.e. this person).

S/he's going with this one
(i.e. this thing).

S/he's going with the matches.

S/he hit it (e.g. a drum) with a stick.

5. Shiytin ayawaxhich. S/he hit him in the face with a stick.

Example Sentences Using "Hard"

1. Yat'Tx'.

2. LidzT.

It's hard (to the touch).
It's hard (difficult).

It's hard (difficult).
This does not mean hard (to the
touch).
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Example Sentences Using "Hard" (cont)

3. Khusti tidzT. Life is hard.

Life is difficult

4. Du khustiyi tiet uldzi. Her life is not hard.
Her life is easy.

5. TIet utdzi.

6. I I tidzT.

7. TIet axh T utdzT.

It's easy.
It's not difficult.

It's hard for you.

It's easy for me.

Miscellaneous Sentences

1. Ma sa i tuwuch
how according to your way of thinking

What is your opinion ?

2. TIet xhwa.axh.

I didn't hear it.

3. TIet xhwa.axhm.
I hadn't hear that before.

That is new to me.
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Farewells

1. Gunalchish axh in ye jiyineyi.
thank you me with thus you worked

Thank you for working with me.

2. Gunatchish axh it yidashlyi.
thank you me with you helped

Thank you for helping me.

3. Ch'a tsa axh jit xhldatan.
later me to you talk

Talk to me later.

Call me later.

4. K'iden netde ya gakhCixh.
well home-to you drive along •

Have a safe drive horhe.

Drive home carefully.

5. Ikhkhwasaha.
I willmiss you. (to one person)

6. Yi khkhwasaha.
I willmiss you. (to many people)

7. TIaxh kudziden xhwasiha axh
really lots, greatly I miss her my

shatxh Skaydu.u.
older sister (woman speaking) Tina

I really miss my older sister Tina.
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